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Abstract 8 

Power-to-gas (PtG) is one option to integrate more renewable electricity production to 9 

the energy system, by offering flexible load, seasonal energy storage and low-GWP (Global 10 

Warming Potential) methane. The first step of the PtG process, hydrogen production by water 11 

electrolysis, requires electricity with low specific CO2 emissions. Therefore, the operation of 12 

electrolyser is most likely variating according to the intermittency of renewable electricity 13 

production.  14 

The downstream processes of PtG should be capable to follow the dynamics and utilize 15 

the produced hydrogen, avoiding curtailment. This could be done with a very dynamic reactor 16 

system, or with aid of buffer storages for feed gases.  17 

This paper studies the effect of dynamic properties of methanation reactor, hydrogen 18 

buffer storage and electrolyser full load hours on PtG system efficiency. The operation of 19 

electrolyser is following intermittent renewable electricity production and electricity markets, 20 

leading to varying full load hours (FLH) with different characteristics.  21 

Enhancement of single parameters related to thermal dynamics of the reactor could 22 

improve the system efficiency more than parameters related to the loading of the reactor. 23 

Coupled threshold were found for FLH and H2 storage size, after which average efficiencies 24 

became nearly similar as in steady-state operation.  25 

 26 
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 28 

1. Introduction 29 

 30 

As the intermittent renewable electricity will contribute more to the future energy sector 31 

[1], power-to-gas (PtG) systems might have an important role in it. PtG can provide long-term 32 

energy storage and flexible load by producing methane (CH4) that could be utilized instead of 33 

natural gas [2]. The existing natural gas infrastructure can be used to store, transport and utilize 34 

produced CH4. The core processes of PtG are production of hydrogen (H2) from water with 35 

electrolysis and conversion of hydrogen and carbon dioxide (CO2) to methane (CH4) [3–5]. 36 

Also the source, capture and pretreatment of the required CO2 are critical points in a PtG system 37 

[2]. 38 

As an energy storage option, PtG has an advantage of high capacity long-term storage, 39 

compared for example to batteries, which are better for short-term storage [6]. The key point 40 

of PtG is to utilize excess low-emission electricity, as otherwise the CO2 emissions of the 41 

produced CH4 tend to become too high compared to natural gas and biogas [7]. Vo et al. [8] 42 

stated that PtG from biogas can be sustainable only with electricity mix that has minimum 85 43 

% of low-emission production, as renewables. Part of the hydrogen could be also obtained from 44 

biogenic sources by gasification of biomass, as proposed by Anghilante et al. [9]. 45 

As contradiction to short periods of excess renewable electricity, high full load hours are 46 

often preferred for PtG economically, as the investment cost is high [7,10,11]. Vandewalle et 47 

al. [12] calculated that minimum 2000-2500 full load hours would be needed for feasible 48 

operation, if the electricity is free. In the study of Parra et al. [13], the optimum capacity factor 49 

for the hydrogen production was found to be about 0.55-0.60, which translates to full load 50 
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hours of 4800-5300 h. In addition to CH4 as the only product, various other sources for revenues 51 

and benefits are considered to make a profitable business case: CO2 certificates, grid balancing 52 

services, heat, mobility fuel, oxygen and limiting of grid expansion demand [14–17].  53 

The real environment in which PtG system operates can be very dynamic at many scales, 54 

depending on integrated processes and industries. By providing grid balancing services with 55 

electrolyser, power consumption of H2 production can vary megawatts in seconds [18]. Wind 56 

and solar driven system has to operate with large capacity from few hours to several days, 57 

depending the weather conditions [19]. In addition, the CO2 production can vary depending on 58 

source and available heat for CO2 capture. In industrial point sources, there is usually some 59 

base production and unpredictable variation on top of that as wells as planned and unplanned 60 

shutdowns. Seasonal CO2 storages and transport of CO2 from distributed sources can also be 61 

options, as studied by Karjunen et al. [20]. If PtG is integrated with residential heating, the heat 62 

demand is determined by large seasonal change, especially further from the equator [21]. In 63 

this study the CO2 source is assumed continuous and effect of CO2 storages have not been 64 

considered. 65 

Many recent studies [12,17,22–24] concerning long-time dynamical operation of PtG 66 

plants consider variable load and standby for the methanation reactor, but with instantaneous 67 

change from one operation point to another. Restrictions in ramping the load or temperature 68 

have not been considered. Also the limitations of the minimum part load have been neglected. 69 

To the knowledge of the authors, the study by Frank et al. [25] is the only one that has load and 70 

thermal ramp limitations (10 %/h and 50 ºC/h) in PtG-plant modeling study. In an optimization 71 

study, Gorre et al. [26] utilized a load ramp of 180 %/h. 72 

Gorre et al. [26] optimized economically the size of H2 storage and methanation capacity 73 

for a 10 MWe electrolyser. Proper sizing was identified to be important, in order to have good 74 

performance in typical operating conditions. The profile of H2 production had a major impact 75 

on the results. However, the full load hours of H2 production were fixed and the reactor was 76 

assumed to be in operation temperature all the time. 77 

There are some more detailed studies focusing on the dynamic restrictions of the 78 

methanation reactor. Matthischke et al. [27] modeled partial load operation and warm startup 79 

for adiabatic and cooled methanation reactor, observing warm startup times of 2-7 minutes and 80 

acceptable partial loads of 10-40 %. Matthischke et al. [28] studied experimentally several load 81 

change rates for lab-scale fixed-bed methanation reactor, and found out that load changes of 82 

44-550 %/h do not have a large influence for the behavior of the reactor. Fache et al. [29] 83 

modeled a packed bed methanation reactor dynamics during startup. Reactor was first heated 84 

to operational temperature in 20 minutes, then reaching nominal operation in one hour.  85 

An alternative to chemical methanation is biological methanation, which has different 86 

restrictions. As the biological methanation operates at low temperatures (< 80 ºC) in liquid 87 

phase, thermal stresses are significantly lower, but the main limiting step is given by gas-liquid 88 

mass transfer rate. Dynamical model for biological methanation was earlier presented by Inkeri 89 

et al. [30].  90 

A straightforward method to overcome dynamical restrictions of the reactor would be to 91 

use buffer storages for feed gases (H2 and CO2). With large enough buffer storages, the feed to 92 

the reactor could be kept constant. However, large gas storages might not be economically or 93 

technically feasible. Therefore, some optimization or estimation for feasible buffer storage size 94 

would be needed if the reactor is not capable to tolerate dynamical conditions.   95 

 Several studies foresee demand for buffer storages for H2 and CO2, but calculations and 96 

data are limited. McKenna et al. [31] discuss that H2 buffer storage could enable the 97 

methanation reactor to operate in more dynamic environment, as the gradient for load change 98 

is limited (10 %/h) and start-up time can be relatively long (1-24 h). Frank et al. [25] propose 99 

a H2 storage as an option to operate methanation and electrolyser separately, which could 100 
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increase possibilities for system optimization. O’Shea at al. [32] estimated the PtG potential 101 

for current CO2 sources in Ireland and proposed that both H2 and CO2 storages should be 102 

included into PtG plant configurations, if methanation is not operated continuously. McDonagh 103 

et al. [33] consider the size of hydrogen storage to be very important for the operation and the 104 

economics of a PtG plant, as it has a large effect to CAPEX and costs from shutdowns. Van 105 

Dael et al. [34] did a techno-economic assessment for biological PtG plant with CO2 source 106 

from biogas plant, and assumed a 24 h buffer storage for CO2. Leonzio [35] designed a PtG 107 

plant which included a hydrogen storage, with 600 h accumulation time.  108 

In order to study the required dynamics of the methanation step of a PtG plant, it is 109 

assumed in this study that the H2 production cannot be curtailed. Therefore, the system can be 110 

controlled only with buffer storages and the methanation reactor itself. There are two ultimate 111 

options: First is to decouple methanation from the H2 source with a buffer storage. This enables 112 

operation of methanation with a constant load, and requires either large enough buffer storages 113 

for hydrogen, or shutdown of the reactor when there is no H2 available. Second options is to 114 

operate methanation very flexibly, responding quickly to changes in H2 production, so that 115 

there is need only for minimal buffer storage. Shutdown of the reactor is still needed, if there 116 

is no H2 production.   117 

However, there are technical challenges and cost issues for both options. Therefore, the 118 

optimal design is most likely a combination, including shutdowns, load changes, standby and 119 

buffer storages. The results of this paper presents various combinations of flexibility and 120 

buffering that enable efficient methane production. In future research with up-to-date cost 121 

estimates for different ramping rates and H2 storage sizes, the results from this study can be 122 

used as a a basis for techno-economic analysis.   123 

 The main objective of this study is to estimate the importance of reactor dynamics at 124 

different combinations of annual H2 production profiles and H2 buffer storage sizes. The 125 

dynamical constraints of the methanation step are described with five variables: the minimum 126 

part load, the maximum load ramp, the maximum thermal ramp, cooling rate and the maximum 127 

standby time. Three different types of boundary conditions are used for H2 production: the first 128 

one is derived from the hourly spot price of the electricity market, second from wind power 129 

and third from solar power. All boundary conditions represent Nordic Europe, and three 130 

different years are simulated (2016-2018). A comprehensive scenario analysis is conducted, in 131 

which all the combinations of the parameter values are simulated, for whole range of FLH and 132 

H2 storage size. 133 

 The aim of this work is to propose a method to identify general requirements for reactor 134 

dynamics, which enable enough flexibility to a PtG system for a feasible operation with 135 

different combinations of intermittent H2 production and H2 buffer storage size. The 136 

significance of each parameter on the system efficiency is detected and compared to other 137 

parameters. Model sensitivity for each parameter is presented in form of variation of efficiency, 138 

as how the single parameter can affect the model efficiency regardless the other parameters. In 139 

addition, the average number and duration of the operational cycles of methanation are 140 

calculated for each type of boundary condition. Also the energy consumed by the compressors 141 

in the system is estimated with realized pressure levels and mass flows in hourly manner, which 142 

gives better estimation than simple fixed energy consumption. The results will also emphasize 143 

the role of predictive control methods for the PtG system to minimize buffer storage demand, 144 

number of startups and required startup time. A dynamic model for mass and energy balance 145 

is developed in Matlab to calculate annual operation of PtG system with realistic boundary 146 

conditions and one-hour time step.  147 

  148 

 149 
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2. Studied system 150 

 151 

 The studied PtG system consists of 3.0 MW alkaline electrolyser, balance of plant (BoP) 152 

for the electrolyser, H2 compressor, H2 buffer storage, fixed bed chemical methanation reactor, 153 

carbon capture, CO2 compressor and CH4 compressor. The representation of the model is 154 

presented in Figure 1. Main values for the system are presented in Table 1. The maximum 155 

feed of H2 to the methanation equals the maximum H2 production capacity of the electrolyser.  156 

 157 

 158 
Figure 1. Process model of the studied system.  159 

 160 
Table 1. Input data. 161 

 162 

 163 

 Mass and energy balances are calculated with one-hour time step. Produced mass flow 164 

rate of hydrogen qm,H2 is based on electrical power PAEL provided to alkaline electrolyser, 165 

efficiency of the electrolyser ηAEL and the lower heating value of hydrogen LHVH2 (119.95 166 

MJ/kg) as given in equation (1). Modern alkaline electrolysers (AEL) can achieve 0-100 % 167 

load change in few minutes [42], which is nearly negligible delay compared to the one hour 168 

time step of the model. The power PAEL delivered to electrolyser is defined by boundary 169 

conditions, which are presented in section 3.1. 170 

Variable  Value Unit Reference 

Electrolyser efficiency (LHV) 65 % [36] 

Pressure of electrolyser H2 outlet 30 bar [36] 

Polytropic efficiency of H2 compression 60 % [37] 

Max. pressure of H2 storage 350 bar [38] 

Pressure of gas grid 50 bar [39] 

Polytropic efficiency of CO2 compression 85 % [40] 

Polytropic efficiency of CH4 compression 85 % [40] 

Nominal power of electrolyser 3 MW This paper 

Pressure of methanation reactor 10 bar [3] 

Temperature of methanation reactor 350 ºC [3] 

Energy consumption for CO2 source 0.64 kWh/kgCO2 [41] 
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Buttler and Spliethoff [36] presented an overview about commercial electrolysis systems. 171 

From their data, efficiency (LHV) is 65-79 % for alkaline electrolysers with maximum pressure 172 

at least 30 bar and nominal power at least 1.0 MW. In this study, a conservative value of 65 % 173 

is used for the electrolyser efficiency. The outlet pressure for the hydrogen is assumed to be 30 174 

bar throughout the study. Electrolyser produces also oxygen, but it is not considered further in 175 

this study. 176 

 177 

 
AEL AEL

,H2

H2LHV
m

P
q


=  (1) 

 178 

 As in the studies of Hannula [43] and Tsupari et al. [17], it is assumed that the conversion 179 

of the input gases is perfect in the methanation reactor and methane production is calculated 180 

from the Sabatier reaction (2) with  stoichiometric feed of CO2 and H2 gases. Based on lower 181 

heating values of the hydrogen and methane, the efficiency of the reaction is 83 %.   182 

 The reactor is simplified as a fully mixed fixed bed reactor with an average temperature 183 

of 350 ºC. At high temperatures the conversion is limited by the thermodynamics and at low 184 

temperatures the reaction rate will decrease, thus most of the fixed bed reactor concepts utilize 185 

several reactors that operate at different temperatures. Reactor is operated at 10 bar pressure 186 

and temperature < 300 ºC is required to achieve high, over 98 % CH4 content in at the output 187 

gas [44]. The water produced in the reaction must be removed before CH4 compression by 188 

cooling. The energy consumption of water removal is neglected. 189 

 190 

 
2 2 4 2CO  + 4H   CH  + 2H O  (2) 

 191 

 Required CO2 is assumed to be captured from an unlimited source of biogas with amine 192 

absorption. Biogas is recognized as one of the cheapest CO2 source, but limited in capacity 193 

compared to flue gases from power plants [45]. Capturing CO2 with amine absorption requires 194 

power to run the system and heat to regenerate the solvent. In this study, it assumed that the 195 

required heat is provided with electricity, as this approach is not tied to system configuration. 196 

An option would be to provide at least part of the heat by the waste heat from methanation, 197 

which would increase the system efficiency.  198 

Bauer et al. [41] presented the energy and heat consumption for biogas upgrading (amine 199 

absorption) as 0.13 kWh/Nm3
biogas of electricity and 0.55 kWh/Nm3

biogas of heat. The CO2 200 

content of biogas is assumed 40 %, resulting electricity and heat consumption for CO2 are 0.12 201 

kWh/kgCO2 and 0.52 kWh/kgCO2, respectively. Total energy consumption is therefore 0.64 202 

kWh/kgCO2.  203 

The intermediate buffer storage for hydrogen is implemented with pressurized tank. Type 204 

III tank is assumed for H2, which allows maximum 350 bar pressure [38]. The size of the tank 205 

is determined by the maximum duration of nominal mass flow rate to methanation reactor. If 206 

buffer storage gets full while the reactor is not yet at operating conditions, produced H2 is 207 

flared. The size of the H2 storage is one of the main studied parameters, and it is varied from 2 208 

to 12 h in each analysis. 209 

In order to simplify the calculations and maintain focus, it is assumed that the CO2 source 210 

is not limited, and the process for CO2 capture can be operated very dynamically. Therefore, 211 

no buffer storage is needed for CO2, as stoichiometric amount of CO2 can be always obtained 212 

and captured from the source. It is also assumed that the CO2 is captured at atmospheric 213 

pressure, thus compression is needed before feeding CO2 to the methanation reactor.  214 
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Energy is needed to compress H2 to the buffer storage, CO2 to the methanation reactor 215 

and CH4 to the gas grid. The required compression power is calculated by mass flow rate and 216 

enthalpy increase with equation (3). The outlet temperature is calculated by pressure ratio and 217 

polytropic compression with equation (4). All gases are treated as ideal gases. The values for 218 

polytropic efficiencies are specified separately for each gas H2, CO2 and CH4, and presented in 219 

Table 1. It is assumed that hydrogen compression has improved from the time of the study of 220 

Onda et al. [37], therefore 60 % polytropic efficiency is used. For other compressors, 85 % 221 

efficiency is used [40].  222 

In order to reduce compression energy, four-stage compression with even pressure ratios 223 

and intercooling is assumed. Intercooling decreases the gas temperature to 40 ºC. The produced 224 

CH4 is fed to gas grid. In this paper, the grid pressure of 50 bar is used. The pressure levels 225 

vary from 1 to 70 bar in Europe, according to CEER report [46]. 226 

 227 

 ( )comp ,1 2 2 1m pP q c T T−= −  (3) 

 
p

2
2 1

1

p

R

cp
T T

p

 
=  

 
 (4) 

 228 

The total efficiency of the PtG system ηPtG is calculated by dividing the chemical energy 229 

based on LHV in produced methane with the total energy consumption, as in equation (5). The 230 

energy content of produced methane mCH4 is defined with lower heating value LHVCH4 of 50.0 231 

MJ/kg. EAEL, Ecomp, ECC and EBoP are the annual electricity consumptions of electrolyser, all 232 

compressors, carbon capture and balance of plant, respectively. Qreactor and QCC are the annual 233 

heat consumptions of reactor heating and carbon capture.  234 

 235 

 
CH4 CH4

PtG

AEL comp CC reactor CC BoP

LHVm

E E E Q Q E
 =

+ + + + +
 (5) 

 236 

 237 

2.1. Reactor parameters 238 

 239 

One of the main research questions in this paper is the significance of the reactor 240 

dynamics to the performance of the PtG plant with different combinations of FLH and H2 241 

storage size. In order to study this, the dynamical restrictions of the methanation reactor were 242 

set with five parameters. Two of them are limiting the reactor loading: the maximum load ramp 243 

and the minimum part load. Three parameters describe the thermal restrictions: the maximum 244 

thermal ramp, the maximum standby time and cooling rate of the reactor. In addition, three 245 

different years were studied (2016-2018), as the boundary conditions varied from year to 246 

another. 247 

All parameters describing the loading and thermal dynamics of the system have three 248 

values, low, medium and high, which are presented in Table 2 and named as group A, B and 249 

C. The values were selected partly by literature and partly by choosing representative values 250 

within clear intervals. Mainly conservative values are used, in order to highlight the importance 251 

of these parameters. 252 

 253 
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Table 2. Studied values for the key parameters. All combinations of parameters were simulated for each case and combination 254 
of FLH and H2 storage size. 255 

 256 

 257 

Even if enough H2 would be available, production of CH4 cannot be started immediately 258 

if the reactor must be heated from low/ambient temperature. Rönsch et al. [47] modeled that if 259 

the operation of the reactor was interrupted for over 4 hours, problems as formation of nickel 260 

carbonyl or inhibition of methane formation might occur during next startup, as the temperature 261 

decreased below 550 K and 503 K. The temperature before interruption was not mentioned.  262 

In addition, the heating rate of the methanation reactor is limited due to thermal stress. 263 

Frank et al. [25] proposed a maximum thermal ramp of 50 ºC/h. In this paper, values of 25, 50 264 

and 300 ºC/h were used. The medium value, 50 ºC/h, is similar to one used in study of Frank 265 

et al. [25]. The high value, 300 ºC/h was chosen so that it virtually does not limit the dynamics 266 

of the reactor. The low value, 25 ºC/h was an ad hoc estimation and chosen so that it made a 267 

clear difference to the medium value. 268 

Other option is to keep the reactor in the operation temperature (standby), when there is 269 

no CH4 production. The range for energy consumption during standby is wide in literature, 270 

from 0.76 kW for 30 kWCH4 (2.5 %) [48] to 387 kW for ~600 kWCH4 (65 %) [25]. In this study, 271 

the value of 2.5 % was used and electrical heating was assumed. During the reactor startup, 272 

when the temperature of the reactor is not maintained but increased, it was assumed that the 273 

heating demand was doubled from the standby demand.  274 

The value for the maximum standby time would not be a physical property, but an 275 

optimization task between insulation and heat loss. The optimization task is out the scope of 276 

this paper. Similarly, the cooling rate of the reactor during shutdown is resulting from ambient 277 

conditions, insulation and mass of the reactor. In addition, no representative values could be 278 

found from the literature related to PtG or similar reactors. Therefore, representative ad hoc 279 

values were chosen for both cooling rate and the maximum standby time: 1, 5 and 10 ºC/h for 280 

the cooling rate and 2, 12, and 72 h for the maximum standby time. The ambient temperature 281 

was 20 ºC in this study. 282 

It is assumed that there are no significant restrictions in load ramp of electrolyser, as it is 283 

stated that 0-100 % load can be reached in less than a minute [18]. Unlike electrolyser, the 284 

methanation reactor is not so flexible, but there is a limit for rate of change for gas feed. For 285 

the maximum load ramp, Frank et al. [25] propose 10 %/h, Gorre et al. [26] 180 %/h and 286 

Matthischke et al. [28] 44-550 %/h. Due to large variation, values of 20, 50 and 80 %/h were 287 

used to cover the main range within the time step of one hour. 288 

There is a certain limit how low the gas feed to the methanation can be set, and still get 289 

grid quality CH4 as an output. This limit is denoted as minimum part load. During startup, while 290 

the gas feed is lower than the minimum, it is assumed that the produced gas quality is not good 291 

enough, thus gas must be flared. Lowest value for the minimum part load (20 %) was chosen 292 

by the simulation results (10-40 %) of Matthischke et al. [27]. The high value, 80 %, describes 293 

traditional large-scale chemical production plant that is mainly operated in steady state. The 294 

medium value, 50 %, is selected from the middle between high and low value. 295 

 296 

Type Parameter  Group A Group B Group C Unit 

Load Minimum part load  20  50 80 % 

 Maximum load ramp  20   50 80 %/h 

Thermal Thermal ramp  25 50 300 ºC/h 

 Maximum standby time 2  12 72 h 

 Cooling rate 1 5 10 ºC/h 

General Year 2016 2017 2018 - 
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 297 

2.2. System control 298 

 299 

The startup heating of the reactor was started when the H2 storage pressure was increased 300 

to reactor pressure. It is assumed that the gas feed to the methanation could be started when the 301 

temperature reached the operational temperature. The logics of the startup is described with a 302 

flow chart in Figure 2. The gas feed was increased so that the maximum load ramp was not 303 

exceeded. Before the minimum part was reached, the product gas was assumed to be not good 304 

enough for gas grid, thus it was flared. If the pressure of the H2 buffer storage decreased below 305 

reactor pressure, gas feed was stopped, and standby heating was started. Standby heating was 306 

carried until the maximum standby time was reached. After that, the reactor started to cool 307 

down towards ambient temperature (20 ºC).  308 

If the production of H2 started during the standby mode, a hot start could be done. During 309 

hot start, the gas feed could be started immediately, as the reactor was already at the operation 310 

temperature.   311 

There would be room for more detailed control method that could predict the 312 

development of the pressure in H2 storage, so that the heating of the methanation could be done 313 

in advance. Thus, the reactor would be immediately available for gas feed. However, the 314 

objective of this paper is more to highlight the need for predictive control rather than develop 315 

them. 316 

 317 

 318 
Figure 2. Simplified flow chart of the model. 319 

 320 

The control of the H2 feed to the reactor was done as a function of H2 storage level. The 321 

minimum part load of the methanation was used, when the storage is within the lowest 5 % of 322 

the working storage capacity. At the minimum level, storage pressure equals reactor pressure. 323 

Therefore, the H2 mass at the minimum level for operation is changed, if the reactor pressure 324 

or storage size are changed.  325 
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 From 5 % to 95 % of the working capacity of the storage, the load of methanation is 326 

increasing from the minimum load towards to the nominal load. Nominal load is achieved when 327 

95 % of the working capacity is reached. In order to keep the storage level high, the load is 328 

increased slower until 80 % of the working capacity is reached. An example of a control curve 329 

is presented in Figure 3, where the minimum part load of methanation is 40 %.  330 

 331 

 332 
Figure 3. An example for a control curve of methanation based on the level of H2 storage. In this example, the minimum part 333 
load is 40 %. 334 

 335 

3. Method for analysis 336 

 337 

The main method of this study is scenario analysis. The two main parameters were full load 338 

hours (FLH) of the H2 production and the size of the H2 buffer storage. Three different cases 339 

(Spot, Wind and Solar) were studied in order to have different annual distribution for H2 340 

production. Each of the cases had a certain range for FLH, as described in section 3.1. Same 341 

range of values were used for the size of the H2 buffer storage in all cases, from 2.0 to 10.0 h, 342 

determined as duration of nominal H2 feed to the methanation reactor. All the combinations of 343 

FLH and H2 storage size were simulated for each case. In addition to ranges of FLH and H2 344 

storage size, all combinations of parameters and years from Table 2 were simulated. As there 345 

are n = 36 = 729 combinations in Table 2, three cases together with the different studied values 346 

for FLH and H2 storage size, total number of simulation were about 800 000.  347 

 348 

 349 

3.1. Source for H2 production 350 

 351 

The focus of this study is in the dynamics of the methanation synthesis and buffer storage 352 

demand. Therefore, the production of H2, in this case the operation of the electrolyser, was 353 

directly following certain boundary condition. All intermittency in the H2 feed had to be 354 

handled by H2 buffer storage and dynamics of the methanation reactor. This method was chosen 355 

to emphasize the flexibility requirements for the downstream system.  356 

 Three different boundary conditions were selected to model different type of 357 

intermittency. For these three cases, the intermittency of H2 production was caused by 358 

variations in weather conditions (wind or solar) and hourly electricity market price, all 359 

representing conditions in Nordic Europe. Full load hours (FLH) of H2 production was used as 360 

a parameter to describe the intermittency, and for enabling the comparison of the cases. The 361 

upper limit for studied FLH was set to 6000 h, as the overall efficiency of the PtG system 362 

approached steady state performance with higher values. In order to present the results from 363 

the meaningful FLH range more clearly, a lower limit of 300 h was set for FLH when analyzing 364 
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the results. Boundary conditions represent Northern Europe, with large seasonal variation due 365 

to cold winter and variation in daylight hours.  366 

 First case, called Spot, is based on an hourly spot price of Nord Pool market for Finland. 367 

Data was obtained from the Nord Pool AS website [49]. A fixed price threshold was utilized 368 

to control the operation of electrolyser. Electrolyser operates at the nominal power when the 369 

electricity price is lower than the price threshold. 23 thresholds from 5 to 60 €/MWh were 370 

utilized to obtain a comprehensive range of FLH up to 6000 h. An example threshold of 40 371 

€/MWh and hourly electricity spot price for 2018 are presented in Figure 4.  372 

 373 

 374 
Figure 4. left figure: An hourly electricity spot price for Finland (2018) is presented with an example price threshold (40 375 
€/MWh) for H2 production. In middle and right figures, examples of modeled (scaled-up) wind and solar power production 376 
are presented at the top of other power production, without import. Scaling factors for wind and solar power are 5 and 40, 377 
respectively. 378 

The second and third cases are called Wind and Solar. In both cases, the electrolyser was 379 

operated by modeled excess electricity. It was assumed that the studied PtG plant has the 380 

priority to utilize the excess electricity up to the nominal power of the electrolyser.  381 

Historical hourly data was used as a basis for modeling of excess electricity production. 382 

As the current power system does not produce large amounts of excess electricity, it is modeled 383 

by scaling up historical electricity production from solar or wind power. In order to cover an 384 

appropriate range of FLH, several scaling factors were used. The utilized scaling factors were 385 

1-101 for solar and 1-10 for wind power. 386 

The scaled electricity production was added on top of the base electricity production in 387 

Finland. The excess electricity production was then calculated from the difference of total 388 

electricity production and consumption. The resulting operation of the electrolyser is presented 389 

in Figure 5. 390 

The data for base electricity production, electricity consumption and wind power were 391 

downloaded from the open data service of the operator (Fingrid Oyj) [50]. Because the data for 392 

solar power production in Finland was limited, data from Sweden was used instead. The data 393 

for solar power was obtained from the open data service of Svenska kraftnät [51]. As a neighbor 394 

country, the characteristics of the solar power production are assumed to be rather similar to 395 

Finland. 396 

 397 

 398 
Figure 5. An example operation of electrolyser for each case and the resulting full load hours (FLH).  399 
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The average duration of the H2 production cycles over the whole year were different for 400 

different full load hours: 3.7-53.0 h in case Spot, 2.4-30.3 h in case Wind and 2.7-8.2 h in case 401 

Solar. Similarly, the number of electrolyser operational cycles during the year varied: 8-117 in 402 

case Spot, 1-200 in case Wind and 1-240 in case Solar. All values are averages from the three 403 

studied years.  404 

   405 

  406 

4. Results 407 

 408 

4.1. Share of energy consumption 409 

 410 

In order to present the results conveniently from the high number of studied parameter 411 

combinations (n = 36 = 729, Table 2), certain averaging was done. All the results for a specific 412 

value and case were stored in a three-dimensional matrix. Example illustrations of the result 413 

matrixes are presented in Figure 6. Similar structure was used also for other values.  414 

 Axis i is for the obtained full load hours (FLH), and axis j is for H2 storage size, which 415 

was an input parameter. Axis k describes the unique combinations of studied parameter values 416 

from Table 2.  417 

 418 

 419 
Figure 6. The indexes of the result matrix for each case are: i for obtained electrolyser full load hours (FLH), j for H2 storage 420 
size and k for a unique combination of parameters from Table 2. Values of a and b are dependent on the boundary condition 421 
of H2 production and H2 storage size. 422 

The distribution of average energy consumption of all the scenarios were calculated by 423 

equation (6), and presented for each case in Table 3. Variables a and b denote the number of 424 

studied values for electrolyser full load hours (FLH) and H2 storage size. The values for a were 425 

23, 19 and 21 in cases Spot, Wind and Solar, respectively. The value of b, 33, was same in all 426 

cases. The variable c is the number of studied parameter combinations, 729 in all cases.  427 

These results indicate the most probable performance within the utilized boundary 428 

conditions and assumptions. There were only negligible differences between the cases, as the 429 

largest deviations was only 0.5 % point in the energy consumption of H2 compression.  430 

The most dominant energy consumer was the electrolyser. Carbon capture was the 431 

second largest, consuming about 8.5 % of the total energy. A major part of this was heat, which 432 

could be provided at least partly from the waste heat from the reactor. It could be one of the 433 

easiest way to improve PtG efficiency, if the methanation and carbon capture operated at the 434 

same time. However, this was out of the scope of this paper. The third largest energy consumer 435 

was the compressors combined.  436 
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 437 
Table 3. Share of energy consumption of different components, calculated by equation (6). 438 

 Share of energy consumption [%] 

variable Spot Wind Solar 

Electrolyser 84.8 85.1 85.1 

Reactor heating 1.7 1.2 1.7 

Carbon capture, heat 6.9 6.9 7.0 

Carbon capture, electricity 1.6 1.6 1.6 

H2 compression 2.0 2.1 1.6 

CO2 compression 0.6 0.6 0.6 

CH4 compression 0.3 0.3 0.3 

BoP 2.2 2.1 2.1 

 439 

 440 

4.2. Total efficiency and operational cycles 441 

 442 

For each scenario, the overall PtG efficiency was calculated with equation (5). Then for each 443 

case, an average efficiency was calculated as a function of full load hours (FLH) and H2 storage 444 

size by equation (7), where the value of c is 729 in all cases. The formation of the data set is 445 

described in Figure 6. The resulting average efficiency of all parameter combinations (from 446 

Table 2) is presented in Figure 7. 447 

 
case, , ,

1
case,avg, ,

c

i j k

k
i j
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 ==
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 448 
Figure 7. Average efficiency of the PtG-system for all the scenarios. 449 
 450 

There were no large differences in the maximum efficiencies, as all cases reached almost 451 

steady-state operation with the highest FLH and largest H2 storage. With a nearly steady-state 452 

operation, the differences from dynamics vanished, and the maximum efficiency was about 46 453 

% in all cases. 454 

However, there was large deviation between the cases in how often high efficiencies were 455 

obtained. In case Spot, over half of the combinations of FLH and H2 storage size yielded to the 456 

efficiency over 46 %, but in case Wind, the share is clearly lower. The most obvious difference 457 

between the case Solar and other cases is the low FLH, which was only about 2000 h at the 458 

maximum. It is due to the nature of solar power, which is available mainly during the summer 459 

and daytime in northern Europe. 460 

The benefit from adding larger H2 storage varies from case to another. In case Spot, the 461 

benefit is rapidly decreasing with higher FLH. Already at FLH of 3000 h, there is no need for 462 

larger than 4 h storage, as steady-state efficiency (46 %) is reached. However, in case Wind 463 

over 8 h storage was required for similar performance with the same FLH. In case Solar, larger 464 

than 5 h storage was not increasing the efficiency at any FLH.  465 

The number and duration of operation cycles of methanation was affected by the FLH of 466 

electrolyser and H2 storage size. The median values in respect the axis k are presented in Figure 467 
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8. Large H2 storage with high FLH enabled longer cycles in cases Spot and Wind, which 468 

decreased the median number of cycles. Case Spot had the largest number of cycles, which 469 

occurred when FLH was 4000-5000 h and H2 storage size was 2 h. In case Wind, the main 470 

shape of the figure was the same as in case Spot, but the number of cycles were smaller. Case 471 

Solar was significantly different from the other cases, as the H2 production occurred mainly 472 

during summer, and not during the night. This led to low FLH compared to other cases. Increase 473 

of the size of H2 storage did not have significant effect to the number of cycles for case Solar, 474 

but the duration of the cycles was still increased.  475 

 476 

 477 

 478 
Figure 8. The median number of operational cycles of methanation and the median cycle duration varies with electrolyser 479 
FLH and H2 storage size. 480 

 481 

4.3. Significance of the reactor parameters 482 

 483 

The significance of each reactor parameter to the system efficiency is studied in this section. 484 

Analysis was done by calculating the potential of efficiency improvement for each parameter, 485 

while the effect of other parameters was eliminated.  486 

An individual analysis was carried out for each parameter (and year) listed in Table 2. 487 

All the simulated scenarios were divided into three groups based on the value of the parameter 488 

of interest. Group A consist all scenarios in which the parameter had the lowest value. 489 

Consequently, scenarios with medium value for the parameter are selected into group B, and 490 

the rest for group C, with the highest parameter value. An example groups for the analysis is 491 

presented in Figure 9.  492 

In the analysis, the variation of efficiency is calculated along axis k, which gives the 493 

result as a function of FLH and H2 storage size. The variation of the efficiency is defined as 494 

the difference between the maximum and the minimum efficiency for a combination of FLH 495 

and H2 storage size, as presented in equation (8). As the number or resulting figures was high, 496 

they are presented in Appendix 1.  497 

 498 

    case,group,variation, , case,group, , ,1 case,group, , , case,group, , ,1 case,group, , ,max ,..., min ,...,i j i j i j k i j i j k     = −  (8

) 

 499 
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 500 
Figure 9. An example illustration of formation of groups for case Spot. Each group consists of all scenarios in which the 501 
parameter of interest had corresponding value from Table 2.  502 

The variation of efficiency reveals how much a value of a single parameter could affect 503 

to the efficiency, despite the values of other parameters. It can be interpreted also as the 504 

potential to improve the efficiency.  505 

In order to compare the potential of efficiency increase of each parameter, an average 506 

value was calculated for each parameter and case, by equation (9). The type of source data, 507 

available in Appendix 1, is illustrated in Figure 10. Three different values, low, medium and 508 

high were used for each parameter. The resulting average values were compared with each 509 

other as a bar chart in Figure 11. 510 

 511 
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 512 

 513 
Figure 10. Formation of the data set that was used to compute the average and maximum efficiency variation.  514 

 515 

An average variation of the PtG efficiency for each parameter and case is presented in 516 

Figure 11. Three values were used for each parameter, and together they form a range. The 517 

length of the bar equals to the resulting potential of efficiency improvement.  518 

 519 

 520 
Figure 11. The range for the obtained average sensitivity of PtG efficiency is presented for each studied parameter. 521 
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Case Spot had clearly the lowest level of average efficiency variation for all parameters. 522 

The ranges for every parameter were between 1.1 %-point and 3.0 %-point. There was no large 523 

differences between the parameters, which makes parameters equally important for the system 524 

behavior. The simulation year created even less variation to the results. The average potential 525 

of efficiency improvement (bar length) was 1.1-1.7 %-point for all parameters except for year 526 

(0.3 %-point). 527 

In case Wind, the upper end of the average values for efficiency variation were 5.7-6.2 528 

%-point for all parameters. The average values could not be decreased below 4 %-point by 529 

improving the maximum load ramp or the minimum part load. However, with more favorable 530 

values for the three parameters considering thermal restrictions, the average variation was 531 

decreased to 1.3-2.5 %-point. The lowest value, 1.3 %-point, was reached with the maximum 532 

thermal ramp of 300 ºC/h. Still, the lowest values for the average efficiency variation were 533 

higher than in case Spot. The potential for efficiency improvement (bar length) was high in 534 

case Wind: 3.7-4.5 %-point for the parameters regarding thermal restrictions. Less potential 535 

was found for parameters regarding load ramp and part load: 1.6 and 2.2 %-point.   536 

Case Solar had the largest and highest range for the average efficiency variation. As in 537 

other cases, the upper end of the range was nearly similar within all the parameters. The main 538 

level was higher than other cases, as the average efficiency variation reached 7 %-point with 539 

all parameters. Parameters for both loading and thermal dynamics had a good potential to 540 

improve the efficiency: from 3.2 to 5.3 %-point.  541 

In order to study the greatest effect of the studied parameters, the range for maximum 542 

efficiency variation is presented in Figure 12. As seen in Appendix 1, the largest efficiency 543 

variations were usually obtained with the lowest electrolyser full load hours (300 h) and 544 

smallest H2 storage (2 h). Same regions have the possibility for the largest efficiency 545 

improvements.  546 

 547 
Figure 12. The range for the obtained maximum sensitivity of PtG efficiency is presented for each studied parameter.  548 

Case Spot and case Solar had the lowest and highest levels of the maximum efficiency 549 

variation, respectively. In case Spot, the range (efficiency increase potential) for all parameters 550 

was rather similar, 4.1-6.7 %-point. The maximum thermal ramp resulted clearly lower level 551 

of efficiency variation than other parameters, also in case Wind. In cases Wind and Solar, the 552 

potentials for efficiency improvements were 3.0-8.5 and 7.0-14.3 %-point (year not included). 553 

 In general, there were lot of potential to improve PtG efficiency with the studied 554 

parameters, if the electrolyser full load hours were low and H2 storage is small. Parameters 555 

regarding thermal restrictions have higher potential than reactor loading parameters. When 556 

comparing cases, parameter values were most significant in case Solar.   557 

 558 

 559 

 560 
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5. Discussion 561 

 562 

In this study, the significance of the dynamical constraints of the methanation reactor were 563 

studied with different boundary conditions for H2 production. The boundary conditions 564 

consisted of a large range of electrolyser full load hours (FLH), three different sources for the 565 

excess electricity for the electrolyser, and a broad range for H2 buffer storage.  566 

 The dynamical constraints for the reactor were divided into two categories, first two 567 

parameters dealing with reactor loading (input gas feed) and last three for thermal restrictions. 568 

All parameters were given three values to describe a broad range of flexibility. In addition, 569 

three different years were studied. All combinations of values and years were simulated as a 570 

scenario analysis.  571 

 The results suggested that with high enough FLH and large enough H2 storage, the effect 572 

of reactor parameters vanished. For example in cases Spot and Wind, H2 storages of 4 and 8 h 573 

were required with a FLH of 3000 h. Above these limits, the system operated essentially at the 574 

steady state, and the losses from startups were negligible compared to the produced methane. 575 

In case Solar, the maximum FLH was limited to about 2200 h due to the low yearly availability 576 

of solar power, and about 5 h H2 storage was enough to decouple system efficiency from the 577 

reactor parameters. Above these limits, there would not have been a large error if the system 578 

had been modeled as quasi-steady, without any restrictions for operation transition from time 579 

step to next. 580 

 However, within those combinations of FLH and H2 storage size that the model 581 

experienced variation of efficiency, the values of the reactor parameters matter. The lower the 582 

FLH and H2 storage size, the more significant the parameters were. Quasi-steady model would 583 

create distortion to the results, as the losses from dynamical restrictions would not be captured.  584 

 For all parameters, results of case Solar were strictly related to the H2 storage size, as 585 

high FLH could not decrease the sensitivity with small storages. In cases Spot and Wind, 586 

efficiency could be increased significantly by increasing just FLH, even with the smallest H2 587 

storage. With simultaneous increase of H2 storage size, lower FLH was required for same 588 

efficiency increasement.  589 

Among the studied dynamical parameters, the maximum standby time, the maximum 590 

thermal ramp and cooling rate had the strongest effect to the model in cases Wind and Solar. 591 

By improving the values of these thermal parameters, the losses of the system could be reduced 592 

more compared to the loading parameters, the maximum load ramp and the minimum part load. 593 

In case Spot, the difference between loading and thermal parameters was seen only in the 594 

maximum efficiency variation with the maximum thermal ramp.  595 

Design of a commercial (PtG) system is a balancing act between appreciating operational 596 

flexibility and buffering, both of which have a direct link to product yield and overall cost. This 597 

study provides information about potential PtG system efficiency gains achievable through 598 

different technological solutions. When proper cost information is available, the results will 599 

support techno-economic analysis, by suggesting best available combinations of reactor 600 

flexibility and buffering under given circumstances. 601 

 Additional contribution of this study was the energy consumption of gas compression: 602 

the average energy consumption was 0.89, 0.93 and 0.77 kWh/kgCH4 for cases Spot, Wind and 603 

Solar, respectively. This could be improved by introducing separate low and high pressure 604 

storages, instead of the single tank with high pressure. Low pressure storage could handle the 605 

shorter fluctuations, and high pressure storage would be utilized only if needed. 606 

In a real case, there could be some forecasting of electricity prices and more sophisticated 607 

control system to produce hydrogen based on control feedback from the other components. It 608 

would be finally an optimization task to choose whether to produce hydrogen or not at certain 609 

electricity price, based on amount of gas in the buffer storage, current operational status of the 610 
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methanation reactor, other sinks for hydrogen and forecasted electricity prices for near future. 611 

There might be also a fixed target quantity for the weekly/monthly/yearly produced CH4, 612 

which affects to the control scheme of the whole system.  613 

The obtained overall efficiency could be improved significantly by utilizing the produced 614 

heat. Heat could be used within the plant, replacing heat demands in CO2 capture and reactor 615 

heating during standby and startups. Heat could be also sold outside of the plant, if some third 616 

party requires it. In the modeling study by Frank et al. [25], the efficiency of the PtG plant was 617 

increased from 54.3 % to 85.9 %, when excess heat utilization was increased from zero to 618 

comprehensive.  619 

 620 

 621 

6. Conclusions 622 

 623 

This paper studied the required dynamics of PtG system that is fed with intermittent H2 624 

production, derived by price variations of electricity market, or modeled excess wind and solar 625 

power generation. The dynamic capabilities were introduced with either H2 buffer storage, or 626 

dynamic operation of methanation reactor, or both. It were assumed that the variation of the H2 627 

production cannot be controlled, thus all the intermittency had to be dealt with the rest of the 628 

system. 629 

Several parameters related to reactor dynamics were studied with a scenario analysis, and 630 

their effect on the PtG efficiency was evaluated with different combinations of full load hours 631 

of the electrolyser (FLH) and the size of H2 storage. The individual potential to improve system 632 

efficiency was calculated for each parameter. Putting cases Spot, Wind and Solar in order, in 633 

case Spot the parameters had the least impact on the system performance, and the largest impact 634 

was obtained in case Solar. 635 

The potential of parameters to improve system efficiency was split to the average and 636 

maximum values within cases. In case Spot, the potential of all parameters were rather similar: 637 

1.1-1.7 %-point in average and 4.1- 638 

6.7 %-point at the maximum. In case Wind, the maximum thermal ramp had the largest 639 

potential: 4.5 %-point on average and 8.5 %-point at the maximum. Largest potentials were 640 

obtained for the maximum standby time in case Solar: 5.2 %-point on average and 14.3 % at 641 

the maximum. Generally, in cases Wind and Solar, parameters regarding thermal dynamics had 642 

greater effect to system performance than parameters regarding reactor loading. 643 

With high enough FLH and large H2 storage, the effect of studied parameters could be 644 

eliminated, so that the losses due to dynamical restrictions became negligible. For example, for 645 

a FLH of 3000 h, H2 storage of 4 h and 8 h were enough for cases Spot and Wind to achieve 646 

average efficiency that is nearly similar as in steady-state operation. In case Solar, a H2 storage 647 

of 3 h was required with the highest FLH, and 5 h with the lowest FLH. 648 

 The results can be used as a basis for techno-economic analysis by supplying required 649 

combinations of buffering and reactor flexibility for efficient methane production. Future 650 

research should obtain similar constraints related to intermittency of CO2 sources and the 651 

dynamics of CO2 capture systems related to methanation dynamics and variation of H2 652 

production. In addition, the utilization of the waste heat from the reactor should be studied for 653 

efficiency improvement. 654 

 655 

Symbols and abbreviations 656 

 657 

Abbreviations and indices 658 

AEL  Alkaline electrolysis 659 
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a  Number of different full load hours 660 

b  Number of H2 storage sizes 661 

c  Number of parameter combinations 662 

case  Studied cases: Spot, Wind, Solar 663 

CAPEX Capital expenditures 664 

CC  CO2 capture 665 

comp  compressor 666 

FLH  Full load hours (of electrolysis) 667 

group Parameter groups: A, B, C 668 

LHV  Lower heating value  669 

PEM   Proton Exchange Membrane 670 

PtG  Power-to-gas 671 

 672 

Symbols 673 

cp  Specific heat (J/kgK) 674 

E  Energy (J) 675 

m   Mass (kg) 676 

P  Power (W) 677 

p  Pressure (Pa) 678 

Q  Heat (J) 679 

qm  Mass flow rate (kg/s) 680 

R  Gas specific constant (J/kgK) 681 

T  Temperature (K) 682 

η  Efficiency (-) 683 

ηp  polytropic efficiency of compressor (-) 684 

 685 

 686 

 687 
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Appendix 1. 833 

 834 

 835 

836 

837 

 838 

Figure 13. The maximum variation of PtG efficiency among all the scenarios for each studied value of the maximum load 839 
ramp. 840 

841 

842 

 843 
Figure 14. The maximum variation of PtG efficiency among all the scenarios for each studied value of the minimum part 844 
load. 845 
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847 

 848 

Figure 15. The maximum variation of PtG efficiency among all the scenarios for each studied value of the maximum 849 
standby time. 850 

851 

852 

 853 
Figure 16. The maximum variation of PtG efficiency among all the scenarios for each studied value of the maximum 854 
thermal ramp. 855 
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 859 
Figure 17. The maximum variation of PtG efficiency among all the scenarios for each studied value of the cooling rate. 860 
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864 

 865 
Figure 18. The maximum variation of PtG efficiency among all the scenarios for each studied year. 866 
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